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Abstract
This comprehensive yet compact book provides a concise introduction to North Korea. Two leading experts,
Kongdan Oh and Ralph Hassig, trace the country’s history from its founding in 1948 and describe the many facets
of its political, economic, social, and cultural life. The authors illuminate a hidden nation dominated by three
generations of the secretive Kim regime, a family dynasty more suited to the Middle Ages than the
contemporary era.
Despite Kim Jong-un’s despotic control, the authors argue that North Korea cannot continue on its current path
indefinitely. Kim treats even his closest associates harshly, and the gap is widening between his elite supporters,
numbering a million or so, and the other twenty-four million North Koreans. The economic and technological
gap between South Korea and North Korea is increasing as well, and younger people are becoming more
disenchanted as they gradually learn more about the outside world. Looking to the future, Oh and Hassig explore
what lies ahead for this secretive realm.
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Book Synopsis
Oh and Hassig published North Korea through the Looking Glass in 2000. At that time there were not many
books on North Korea, unlike today where one can find an abundance of books written by researchers,
journalists, a few travelers, and defectors. That book's message was that North Korea is not only a strange
country, but in many ways the opposite of what citizens in Western democracies are familiar with. In the book's
closing chapter, the authors offered suggestions about how to improve the life of the North Korean people by
working to expose them to information from outside their closed society.
Their second book, The Hidden People of North Korea: Everyday Life in the Hermit Kingdom, was published in
2009 (revised edition in 2015). That book, focusing on the lives of the North Korean people, was based largely
on testimony from defectors who had begun to leave the country during the mid-1990s famine. These defectors,
numbering in the tens of thousands, reported that a new people-led economy was emerging independently of
the wishes of the Kim regime.
The present book is a summary of the many topics that the authors have written about in their 30-plus years of
studying North Korea, including the national security studies topics that have occupied the attention of foreign
governments, and the life-style topics often studied by human-rights activists, with ordinary topics that tourists
might be interested in--if North Korea were open to tourism. The book depicts North Korea as a strange land,
but also a land of people who are driven by the same motives and interests as people everywhere.
Implicit in the broader scope of this book is the authors' concern that the American government has been
preoccupied with North Korea’s nuclear and missile development. For years people who were knowledgeable
about North Korea were convinced that the Kim regime would never give up its nuclear weapons capability, and
that a broader approach to living with, and changing, North Korea was necessary.
The book consists of an introduction, nine chapters that briefly discuss 50 topics, and a concluding chapter. The
substantive chapter and topic titles, along with their descriptive subtitles, provide a fair description of the book's
contents.
Geography and History (The History of a Troubled Land): Geography (A land of great potential); Cities (Few and
far between); Korean History (A shrimp among whales); The North Korean State (Communism and Kim come to
Korea); The Korean War (A disastrous attempt to unify the country).
Leadership (The Kim Dynasty): Kim Il-sung (The strong Kim); Kim Jong-il (The secretive Kim); Kim Jong-un (The
young and ruthless Kim); Guidance (Pretending to keep in touch with the people); Mansions (Living like kings).
The Government (Of the party, by the party, for the leader): Governance (Riddled with corruption); Social
Control (Controlling the people); Crimes (Ordinary and political); Prisons (Cruel and usual); Corruption ( The
currency of the realm); Lies (Second nature to the regime).
Human Rights (An alien concept): Political Class (Loyalty to the regime); Defectors (An exit for people with no
voice); Human Rights Reputation (An international disgrace).
The Military ( The “Pillar” of Society): Weapons and Strategy (A porcupine defense); Soldiers (Cannon fodder);
Nuclear Weapons (The pride of the regime); Missiles (Power projection); Threats as a Weapon (First line of
defense).
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Foreign Relations (Of a hermit kingdom): Foreign Policy Principles (Independence first and last); North Korea
and South Korea (Deadly competition); North Korea and China (Keeping the dragon at arms-length); North Korea
and Japan (Age-old enmity); Chosen Soren (A third column in enemy territory); North Korea and the United
States (The ultimate enemy); Tourism (Cautious and controlled).
The Economy (From Socialism to Capitalism): The Old Economy (Socialist in principle); The New Economy
(Capitalist in practice); Industry (A national rust belt); Farming (Planting seeds on rocky ground); Local Economy
(Taking up the slack); International Trade (Not easy for a hermit kingdom); Foreign Investment Inflow (Risky for
investors); Working Abroad (Hard work for the privileged few); Sanctions (The price of nuclear weapons).
Transportation and Communication (Necessary in the new economy): Domestic Transportation (Slowed by
years of neglect); Old Communication Channels (From government to people); New Communication Channels
(People to people).
Culture and Lifestyle (Trying to Live a Normal Life): Education (Ideological and academic); Food (Living on the
edge); Housing (Substandard and in short supply); Health and Healthcare (A victim of the bad economy); Religion
(Totally banned); Sports and Amusements (Simple pleasures); Life Events (The same the world over).

***

Comment: Opinions expressed in this contribution are those of the authors.
The book was published on June 15, 2021, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers, ISBN-10: 1538151383, ISBN-13: 9781538151389.
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About the Authors
Dr Kongdan Oh is an independent scholar. Her parents fled from the northern half of Korea in 1945. She worked
for more than 30 years as a policy analyst at the RAND Corporation and then at the Institute for Defense
Analyses.

Dr Ralph Hassig taught for five years in Asia as an adjunct professor of psychology at the University of Maryland
University College. He and his wife, Kongdan Oh, are the authors of North Korea through the Looking Glass and
The Hidden People of North Korea.
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